
Draft MEMORANDUM FOR MRS. CLINTON

From: Shirley Sagawa, Ellen Lovell, Ann O’Leary

Re: Philanthropy tax initiative roll-out

Date: January 19,2000

cc: Patti Solis Doyle, Melanne Verveer, Lissa Muscatine

In lieu of the event we had been planning for Friday to roll-ou't the new philanthropy tax

initiatives, we are working with DPC on the idea that you hold a conference call to brief

some of the key organizations interested in the initiative, which we hope will be highlighted in

the State of the Union. You could then do a follow—up event in New York at an appropriate time.

The initiative has three parts: a deduction for nonitemizers that starts at 50% for donations above

a floor of$l ,000 and scales up in six years to a 50% deduction for donations over $500; a

reduction in the excise tax for foundations; and an increase in the limit on charitable donations of

appreciated stock. We have the commitment of Independent Sector (the lead advocate for the

deduction for nonitemizers) and the Council on Foundations (regarding the excise tax change)

that they will support these proposals enthusiastically.

A conference call would underscore the priority we are placing on this initiative, show the

linkage between the initiative and the philanthropy conference, and further associate you with an

important values issue. It is true that without your leadership, none of these proposals would

have been included in the tax package. In fact, the excise tax change came directly out of the

meeting of nonprofits with Treasury that we initiated as a follow-up to the conference.

We would like to have you hold the call for about 30 minutes the day before the State of the

Union. We would either open the call to one ore two key reporters or leak the initiative and the

call to the press immediately after the call. Proposed participants in the call include:

Independent Sector

Council on Foundations

American Red Cross

Salvation Army

Goodwill Industries

United Way

Kellogg Foundation

Carnegie Corp.

Getty Trust

Press:

NYT or Washington Post

philanthropy reporter

Chronicle of Philanthropy

Please let us know if you want to pursue a different strategy.

PHOTOCOPY

HRC HANDWRITING



DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20220

 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Eric Liu

Deputy Assistant for Domestic Policy

Ellen Lovell

Deputy Assistant to the President and Adviser

to the First Lady for the Mille ' m Program

FROM: Jonathan Talisman

Deputy Assistant Secretary (Tax Policy)

SUBJECT: Background Material for Philanthropy Conference

DATE: October 20, 1999

At our meeting last week, we agreed to provide you with some background materials for

the October 22nd philanthropy conference. As we discussed, enclosed are a description of the

current subsidies to charitable giving and charitable organizations through the tax system, brief

descriptions and talking points on some ofthe provisions in the vetoed tax bill that would affect

charities, a summary ofthe contacts of Paul Newman with the Treasury regarding his proposal to

increase giving limits, and some stylized facts and statistics on charitable contributions that had

been requested earlier.

As we discussed last week, we have agreed to meet with a group of representatives of the

philanthropic community to consider issues affecting the charitable sector. We understand that

the President in his remarks at the Conference may refer to future governmental efforts to

respond to issues raised at the Conference. We would like an opportunity to review any remarks

relating to the Treasury Department’s role.

Enclosures

cc: Eric Gould, Malcolm Richardson



Current Tax Subsidies for the Charitable Sector

The tax system provides three main types of tax subsidies to the charitable sector:

tax deductions for charitable contributions, federal income tax exemption (and eligibility

to issue tax—exempt bonds) for charitable organizations, and tax benefits associated with

the consumption of goods and services customarily provided by charitable organizations,

such as educational institutions.

Deductions for charitable contributions:

Individuals who itemize deductions can deduct contributions to section 501(c)(3)

charitable organizations on their Federal income tax returns. In addition, most state

income taxes follow Federal rules in allowing charitable deductions. Because of the tax

saved from the deduction, the “price” of giving $1 to charity is one minus the tax rate.

Thus, for a taxpayer in the 39.6 percent tax bracket the price or net cost of giving $1 is

$0.604.

Generally, a taxpayer who donates appreciated capital gain property, such as

corporate stock or real estate, can deduct the full market value. This is even more

advantageous than giving cash because a taxpayer who would have sold the asset

anyway, saves the capital gains tax in addition to the savings from the deduction. In the

most extreme case of an asset with a zero basis (such as might be the case for the

founders of a company) the price of giving can be as low as $0.304 (computed as 1 - .396

- .20)

Generally, charitable deductions are limited to 50 percent of Adjusted Gross

Income (AG1). Because of the greater tax benefit, deductions of appreciated capital gain

property are limited to 30 percent of AGI. Deductions of gifts to private foundations are

limited to 30 percent ofAGI (20 percent for gifts of appreciated property). Taxpayers are

allowed to carry forward for up to 5 years any charitable deductions disallowed by the

limits.

Charitable bequests are deductible on estate tax returns, with no upper limit on the

contributions. Currently estate tax returns are filed for about 3 percent of adult decedents

and about half of these are taxable.

Corporations can deduct charitable contributions up to a limit of 10 percent of net

income. Business deductions for donations of their products or inventory (ordinary

income property) are generally limited to the firm’s cost. A more generous rule applies

to donations of property for the care of infants, the ill or the needy, to scientific property

donated to higher education, and to computer equipment donated to schools. In these

cases, the business can deduct the cost basis plus one-half of the appreciation if the

property had been sold, provided that the amount of the deduction does not exceed twice

basis.



Tax-Exempt Status

Charitable organizations generally are exempt from the corporate income tax on

contributions received, investment income, and receipts from activities that further

charitable purposes. However, to prevent non-profits from unfairly competing with for-

profit businesses, charitable organizations are required to pay the corporate tax rate on

their income from regularly carried on, unrelated commercial activities (the so-called

UBIT tax).

In addition, many state and local governments provide exemptions from state and

local income taxes, property taxes, and sales taxes for at least some non-profit

organizations. The exact rules vary across the states.

Charitable organizations are also eligible to issue tax—exempt bonds, which allows

charitable organizations to finance their activities at lower interest rates.

Tax benefits associated with consumption of goods and services customarily

provided by charitable organizations

Taxpayers may receive tax benefits with respect to their consumption of goods

and services provided by certain charitable organizations. For example, taxpayers may

be eligible to claim a Hope Scholarship Credit or Lifetime Learning Credit for tuition

expenses paid to qualified educational institutions. Similarly, college scholarships are

generally excluded from the gross income of the recipients.

October 20, 1999



Provisions Affecting Charitablé' Giving in the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1999,

HR. 2488 (vetoed)

1. Repeal of the Estate Tax.

Repeal ofthe estate tax would eliminate the current tax incentive for charitable

bequests. The results of studies of charitable bequests suggest that such bequests

could be reduced by several billion dollars per year.

2. Tax-free withdrawals from IRAs for Charitable Purposes

This provision provided an exclusion from gross income for qualified charitable

distributions by taxpayers age 70 1/2 or older and would have been effective in 2002.

Since the taXpayer can already achieve the same benefit by including and then

deducting the IRA distribution as an itemized deduction, this provides a net benefit

only in certain cases. Net benefits would accrue for non-itemizers, taxpayers who

give more than the allowed deduction of 50 percent of Adjusted Gross Income, and

high-income taxpayers subject to the 3 percent reduction in itemized deductions. In

addition, the provision would benefit only those taxpayers who have excess

retirement assets.

The Administration opposes this proposal because it would create inequities by

granting more favorable tax treatment to taxpayers making charitable contributions of

IRA assets than those making comparable contributions using other income or assets.

To the extent that present law limitations are too restrictive, it would be better to

modify those limitations as they apply to all taxpayers than to create an exception for

charitable contributions funded using IRAs.

3. Expand Estate Tax Rule for Conservation Easements

The Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 provided an exclusion from the estate tax of 40% of

the value of land subject to qualified conservation easements. The maximum

exclusion is $200,000 in 1999, increasing by $100,000 each year until it reaches

$500000. The land must be within 25 miles of a metropolitan area, national park or

wilderness area, or within 10 miles of an Urban National Forest.

This provision would have increased the distance of eligible land from 25 to 50 miles

from a national park or wilderness area, and from 10 to 25 miles from an Urban

National Forest, effective after 1999. The provision would also have changed the

date for determining compliance to the date of donation, effective after 1997.

The Administration opposed these changes because the existing provision is already

generous. A donor can claim an income tax deduction for the value of easement,

exclude the reduction in value from the estate tax, and exclude an additional 40% of

the value of the remaining value of the land. As a result, the value of the tax savings



can be as much as $1.24 for each dollar of value of the easement granted for top-

bracket taxpayers.

October 20, 1999



Other Charitable Giving Propo'sals

One or more individuals or charitable groups have made the following proposals. Note

that the Administration’s position is that proposals to reduce taxes must be funded by

offsetting tax increases or spending cuts.

1. Non-Itemizer Deduction

o The Senate version of the tax cut bill (HR2488, the Taxpayer ReliefAct of 1999)

included a proposal to allow non-itemizers to deduct up to $50 ($100 for married

couples filing jointly). This provision was not included in the conference verSion of

the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1999.

o The amount ofthe standard deduction claimed by non-itemizers already includes

an allowance for estimated annual charitable contributions.

0 This type of proposal, which provides a deduction for the first $50 (or $100)

contributed, offers no incentive for increased giving. The average non-itemizer

already gives more than this amount.

0 The most recent research suggests that the cost to the government in lost tax revenues

would be greater than the gain to the charities in additional contributions. That is,

this would be a relatively inefficient subsidy.

0 Many non-itemizers have no tax liability and would not benefit from a deduction.

0 Having a non—itemizer deduction leads to situations where some taxpayers may have ,

to calculate their taxes twice, once assuming the non-itemizer deduction and a second

time assuming itemizing all deductions.

2. Increase Percentage Giving Limits

0 The Senate version of the tax cut bill (HR. 2488) included proposals to phase in 20

percentage point increases in certain of the percentage giving limits for individuals.

The current deduction limit on overall giving of 50 percent of income would be

increased to 70 percent by 2007.

0 The Senate version of the tax cut bill (HR. 2488) included a proposal to phase in an

increase in the limit in the deduction for corporate charitable contributions from 10

percent to 20 percent of net income.

0 Increases in the percentage giving limits would primarily benefit a small percentage

of the wealthiest individuals and may help them to completely avoid paying any

income tax in some cases. These adverse'distributional effects have to be weighed

against any potential benefit to charities.



Paul Newman and Charitable Giving

Background on Contacts with the Treasury Department and Newman’s Policy

Proposal:

In the spring of 1998, Paul Newman met with Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin,

and proposed increasing the limits on charitable deductions for corporations and

individuals. Newman said that some of his businesses were created with the purpose of

giving all their after—tax income to charity.1 Charitable deductions for corporations are

currently limited to deductions of 10 percent of corporate net income, while deductions of

individuals are limited to 50 percent of income (Adjusted Gross Income). Treasury staff

was asked to prepare an analysis of the proposals, and a letter was sent to Newman from

the Secretary in late 1998. The major problem of the proposal is that it would be difficult

to increase deduction limits without opening up potential abuses such as complete

avoidance of income taxes by combining charitable deductions with other provisions.

Newman responded with a letter to Secretary Rubin asking for further consideration of

his proposal. In response to a request for suggestions for attendees for the Philanthropy

conference, Treasury passed along the information about Newman’s policy interest in this

area. A second letter was sent from Rubin to Newman informing him about the

conference and that his name had been passed along to the Philanthropy Conference

committee.

Policy Concerns

A charity that engages in an unrelated trade or business must pay tax on its

income from the business at ordinary corporate tax rates, even though all of the income

will be devoted to charitable purposes. Like a taxable corporation, a charity may claim a

deduction for charitable contributions of up to 10% of its unrelated business taxable

income. The “unrelated business income tax” is designed to prevent charities and other

tax-exempt organizations from competing on an unfair (i.e., tax—free) basis with for-profit

enterprises merely because the profits from a commercial enterprise are ultimately used

for charitable purposes.

Thus, under current law, a taxable corporation (such as Newman’s Own) that

devotes 100 percent of its after-tax profits to charity is treated the same as a charity that

finances its exempt activities by engaging in an unrelated trade or business.

October 20, 1999

1 The company says that 100 percent of after—tax profits from Newman’s Own, Inc. sales

of salad dressing, pasta sauces and other products are donated to charity. According to

the company’s web page (www.newmansown.com), it has donated over $100 million to

over 1,000 charities since it was founded in 1982.



Individual Charitable Giving "

1. Individual giving over a 5-year period:

As measured by average giving, high-income taxpayers give a higher percent of

income than middle-income taxpayers (about 6 percent of income in the top income

class ($2.5 million and over) versus 3.4 percent in the $50,000 to $100,000 income

class).

The median high-income household is no more generous than the median middle-

income household; both give 1 1/2 -2 percent of income.

The higher average giving of high-income households is the result of exceptional

giving on the part of the most generous 5 percent of contributors, who give 22 percent

of their income or more.

Many high-income households tend to bunch their giving over time. While they may

give large gifts in some years, in other years they may give relatively little.

Almost all high-income households report giving something within a 5-year period

(99.8%), and nearly as many give in any given year (94%).

Giving as a percent of income for high-income households (the top 1 percent)

declined during the 19805, and has recovered to previous levels only in the last few

years.

2. Charitable Bequests:

About 1/5 of estates subject to the estate tax include charitable bequests. This

proportion increases to about 1/2 for the largest estates.

The largest percentage of bequests goes to private foundations (37% in 1995),

followed by medical and scientific organizations (28%), and religious organizations

(10%).

As a matter of tax planning, it is generally better for an individual to donate before

death in order to obtain an income tax deduction as well as a reduction in estate taxes

(since the donated assets are no longer in the estate).

3. Effects of tax deductions:

A long economics literature has generally concluded that the allowance of deductions

for charitable contributions increases giving. This conclusion applies to both lifetime

giving and charitable bequests. ‘

While the evidence on this has evolved over time and is somewhat controversial, the



most recent studies generally 'find that the induced increase in charitable contributions

is less than the cost to the government in lost tax revenues.

- Rather than the efficiency of the incentive, the charitable deduction must be

justified more on the basis of the value of having substantial private sector support

of the non-profit sector and the value of allowing individuals to choose how their

charitable contributions are allocated.

October 20, 1999



Charitable Giving by ltemizers by Income Class

Giving and Income of ltemizers, 1997

Percent

Adjusted Gross of Returns

Income Class Number Average Reporting

(§1,000$) of Returns Giving Contributions

25-50 10,607,920 1,352 85.3

50-100 16,331,969 1,987 86.5

100-200 4,931,577 3,420 95.7

200-500 1,325,689 7,920 96.1

500-1,000 239,152 20,357 96.7

1,000-2,500 95,865 56,045 97.3

2,500 and over 36,062 378,006 97.8

All income classes 36,582,434 2,742 89.0

Giving and income of ltemizers Over 5 Years, 1992-1996

Percent

Adjusted Gross of Returns

Income Class Number Average Reporting

(§1,0005) of Returns Giving Contributions

25-50 5,606,421 1,817 96.7

50-100 11,207,734 2,373 98.5

100-200 3,450,414 4,150 99.5

200-500 840,975 9,339 99.3

500-1,000 148,070 23,142 99.4

1,000-2,500 56,081 60,733 99.8

2,500 and over 17,462 365,166 99.8

All income classes 22,456,881 3,291 98.0

Source: IRS Statistics of Income, Individual Income Tax Returns
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Notes: Giving includes cash and non-cash contributions made in the current year.

Adjusted Gross Income is modified to adjust for changes in the definition over time.

Only the data for tax returns with itemized deductions are included in this analysis.
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II.

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

October 21, 1999

WHITE IIOUSE CONFERENCE

ON PHILANTIIROPY: GIFTS TO TIIE FUTURE

DATE: October 22, 1999

LOCATION: State Floor

TIME: 12:30pm

FROM: Ellen McCulloch-Lovell

Shirley Sagawa

PURPOSE:

You and the First Lady will participate in the first White House Conference on

Philanthropy. You will make brief remarks announcing Administration initiatives

establishing a new Interageney Task Force on Nonprofits and Government, a

Department of the Treasury follow-up meeting with nonprofit leaders, and a study

by the Council of Economic Advisers on the role philanthropy plays in the

economy, including an analysis of the factors that affect giving and demographic

and other trends that will affect giving. Prior to the event you will meet with the

panelists, conference supporters, and the outstanding individual philanthropists —

the “heroes of philanthropy” — who are profiled in the introductory video to be

shown to East Room and satellite audiences.

BACKGROUND

The White House Conference on Philanthropy is a three hour discussion with

twenty discussants and a live audience of approximately 1,200 that will be

broadcast from the East Room ofthe White lion a n' l ~i: ‘ wove the

country. The first session will cover the uni/s we en. {1_'L1r.1i1ttt‘ tr warn; the

philanthropic tradition to future generations, and the second will explore how

changing demographics, the transfer of wealth and new technologies will

transform American philanthropy in the years ahead. These panels will he

followed by an open discussion with molltx.‘ Mk den 1 nnnen pat nu; i. ’

audience. This conference was conceived by the Office ofthe First Lady and tilr‘



White House Millennium Council in consultation with experts from foundations,

leading nonprofits, and researchers.

The conference will begin with a four minute introductory video shown to the

East Room and the satellite audiences. This video will profile eleven “heroes” of

American philanthropy from a wide range of backgrounds. The video makes the

point that all Americans can be philanthropists and that American philanthropy

will reflect the demographic changes transfomiing America in the 21St century.

The first panel, “Expanding the American Tradition of Giving,” features four

panelists who represent scholarship and new research, community foundations,

youthful donors, and experts who are working with youth. The purpose of this

session is to explore how the ethic of giving can best be taught and to highlight

some imaginative current efforts to involve youth.

The second panel, “New Philanthropy in the New Millennium,” features three

outstanding new donors and philanthropists who are actively promoting more

giving by entrepreneurs, the newly wealthy, and ordinary Americans. The third

segment of the program will feature an open discussion which the First Lady will

moderate. Observing and participating in the discussion will be an audience of

some 200 leaders from philanthropic institutions, nonprofit organizations, youth

groups, and researchers, educators and innovative new donors.

The first two hours of the conference will be broadcast by satellite by South

Carolina Educational Television. Over 3,443 sites will receive the signal, and

several public broadcasting networks will transmit it as well. Public access and

cable channels will reach a potential audience of 10.5 million cable viewers, and

South Carolina ETV’s own network will reach 1,200 schools and other sites. 153

sites, in 42 states, have registered at our online website. Many of these local sites

will sponsor their own conferences or forums in conjunction with our event. The

American Red Cross and United Way cooperated to organize a number of these

local conferences, but other groups — the Forum of Regional Association of

Grantmakers, the National Committee on Planned Giving, and the National

Association of Fund-Raising Executives also are planning special events around

the broadcast. The American Red Cross will host one large forum at its national

headquarters on 17th Street.

The conference provides a forum for announcing a series of action steps from both

the government and our private sector partners.

Government:

0 You will announce the creation ofa new Interagency Task Force on

Nonprofits and Government. This Task Force will be charged with studying

ways to improve collaboration between the nonprofit sector and federal

agencies. The lnteragency Task Force will be co—chuired by the Nation ll

Economic Council, the Domestic Policy Council, and your Chiet‘ot‘btatl‘.



Ill.

The Department of Treasury will sponsor a follow—up forum with

representatives of the nonprofit sector to discuss issues affecting the charitable

sector.

The Council of Economic Advisers will be charged with preparing an analysis

of research on the economic impact of the nonprofit sector and new studies of

possible governmental measures that could increase private giving.

The Corporation for National Service is sponsoring a youth roundtable this

morning to discuss ways that young people can be encouraged to become

more active donors and volunteers.

Private Sector:

The National Charities Information Bureau, in cooperation with AOL,

charitableway.com and Greatergood.com, and with participation by officials

from the Office of the Vice President, the Department of Commerce, and the

White House Millennium Council, is sponsoring a roundtable on e-

philanthropy at the US. Chamber of Commerce. The President ofNCIB will

announce a commitment to hold follow—up forums and that the participating

corporations have agreed to four principles that should guide online

philanthropy.

The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation will announce that it will support the

costs of a follow-up meeting with youth organizations to discuss how they can

work together to promote youth philanthropy.

The Girl Scouts of America has announced the creation of a new patch

program, the Strength and Sharing Girl Scouts Philanthropy Patch program.

The AOL Foundation just launched its online philanthropy portal,

www.helping.org which provides potential donors information about

hundreds of thousands of nonprofit organizations. Steve Case, CEO ofAOL,

is on the second panel of the conference.

The White House Conference on Philanthropy is sponsored by the White House

Millennium Council in partnership with the National Endowment for the

Humanities. Major support comes from the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation

which is providing funds to South Carolina Educational TV for the cybercast and

satellite broadcast. Additional support comes from Jill Iscol and the Iscol Famin

Foundation, the Marcie Polier Family Foundation, the J. Paul Getty Trust, and the

Community Foundation—Silicon Valley. The American Red Cross and United

Way of America have provided significant in-kind support by organizing: a

nationwide network ofdownlink sites to receive the satellite signal.

PARTICIPANTS

Bligh]? l’articipanfi:

 



The President

The First Lady

Ellen McCulloch-Lovell

Shirley Sagawa

Meet and Greet:

The President

The First Lady

sneakers:

Emmett D. Carson, President and CEO, The Minneapolis Foundation

Justin Randall Timberlake, N’SYNC

Peter D. Hart, Founder, PeterD. Hart Research Associates

Dorothy A. Johnson, President, Council of Michigan Foundations

Steve Case, Co-Founder, Chairman and CEO, America Online, Inc.

Catherine (Cate) Muther, Founder, Three Guineas Fund

Kevin A. Fong, General Partner, Mayfield Fund

Paul Amos, President and CEO, South Carolina Educational TV

Heroes:

Myrian Bodner

Gil Castellanos

Laura Castellanos, Mother

Matel Dawson

Mary Grayson

Regina Jennings

Dr. Rolland Lowe

Matthew Nonnemacher

John Nonnemacher, Father

Rev. Ann Pearson

Esperanza Rich

‘ William Shelton 111

Harrison Steans

Funders:

'William S. Write-President and CEO, The Charles Stewart Mott Foundation

Ann Young Orr, Chief of Staff, National Endowment for the Humanities

Jill Iscol, Iscol Family Foundation

‘Marcie Polier, .CEO..Entdata.com

Beety Beenc, President & CEO, United Way of America

Bemardine Healy, President, American Red Cross

Others:

Secretary Shalala

Paul Newman

   

Event Participanfi:

The President

The First Lady



IV.

Panel 1:

Emmett D. Carson, President and CEO, The Minneapolis Foundation

Justin Randall Timberlake, N’SYNC

Peter D. Hart, Founder, Peter D. Hart Research Associates

Dorothy A. Johnson, President, Council of Michigan Foundations

Panel 2:

Steve Case, Co—Founder, Chairman and CEO, America Online, Inc.

Catherine (Cate) Muther, Founder, Three Guineas Fund

Kevin A. Fong, General Partner, Mayfield Fund

Open discussion:

Rebecca L. Adamson, Founder and President, First Nations Development Institute

Lorraine Cortes-Vazquez, President, Hispanic Federation

Malik Evans, Sophomore, University of Rochester

Rosabeth Moss Kanter, Professor, Harvard Graduate School of Business

Administration ‘

Rosario “Chayo” Long-Mende

William P. Massey, President, National Charities Information Bureau

Margaret (Peg) Talburtt, President, Michiigan Women’s Foundation

William S. White, President, The Charles Stewart Mott Foundation

  

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

12:35pm YOU and the First Lady receive briefing in Map Room.

12:50pm YOU and the First Lady proceed to the Blue Room for meet and

greet.

12:59pm Ellen Lovell begins program and introduces video.

Video is shown to live and broadcast audience.

1:00pm YOU and the First Lady are announced into the East Room and

proceed to the stage.

The First Lady makes welcoming remarks and introduces YOU.

YOU make remarks and return I“ 22:? ‘u‘ at.

The First Lady begins first session discussion in... ,i .1 :1

introduces panelists on stage.

The First Lady calls on Einnieu ’\ tnson to unit.



1:42pm

1:59pm

2:06pm

2:11pm

The First Lady responds and calls on Lorraine Cortes-Vazquez to

make briefremarks and asks for additional comments from Evan

Mendelson and Peg Talburtt.

Lorraine Cortes-Vazquez makes brief remarks and turns to Evan

Mendelson (in audience) for additional comments.

Evan Mendelson makes brief remarks and turns to Peg Talburtt (in

audience) for additional comments.

YOU have the option to respond.

The First Lady calls on Peter Hart to make brief remarks.

Peter Hart makes brief remarks.

The First Lady turns to Justin Timberlake for additional comments.

Justin Timberlake gives brief reply.

The First Lady turns to Dorothy Johnson to make brief remarks.

Dorothy Johnson makes brief remarks.

The First Lady asks Dorothy Johnson to introduce Chayo Long-

Mendez (in audience.)

Chayo Long-Mendez gives brief reply.

- YOU have the option to respond.

The First Lady responds to the discussion and calls on Patty

Stonesifer (in audience.)

Patti Stonesifer makes brief remarks.

The First Lady wraps first session and invites audience to break.

The First lady introduces the second session and second round oi

panelists proceed to seats on stage.

The First Lady introduces panelists and turns to Kevin Font! to

begin discussion.

Kevin Fong makes brief remarks.



The First Lady turns to Cate Muther, who makes brief remarks.

The First Lady turns to Steve Case, who makes brief remarks.

The First Lady makes brief remarks and calls on Bill Massey (in

audience.)

Bill Massey makes brief remarks.

The First Lady responds and has the option to call on Rosabeth

Kanter (in audience.)

The First Lady wraps discussion and YOU make concluding

remarks.

2:31pm YOU depart.

V. PRESS PLAN

Open Press

VI. REMARKS

Provided by Speechwriters

VII. ATTACHMENTS

Program Script for Mrs. Clinton (to be forwarded)

Speaker Bios

Heroes Bios

Background on public policy issues



PUBLIC POLICY BACKGROUND

Focusing On Philanthropic Giving As The New Millennium Approaches:

As the new millennium approaches, the American tradition of philanthropic giving may take a

new turn. Several recent economic, demographic and technological advances and trends have

made this an important time to focus on charitable giving, such as:

0 Giving has reached a new high, rising over 10% in 1998, the third consecutive year in which

giving increased.

0 Dramatic gifts from some of America’s wealthiest citizens have drawn new attention to

philanthropy and inspired debate about appropriate giving levels by the rich.

0 At the same time, there is a growing recognition that as the demographic profile of the

United States changes, giving by African Americans, Hispanic Americans, and other people

of color is essential to the long-term health of the nonprofit sector and the expansion of our

collective philanthropic tradition.

0 Just as the strongest economy in a generation has produced unprecedented new wealth, the

baby boom generation is poised to inherit $12 trillion from their parents.

0 New technology is creating new avenues for giving, through both for-profit and nonprofit

Internet sites.

0 And finally, new donors, particularly those who have made their fortunes in the technology

boom, have become innovators in the world of philanthropy, as they look for greater

involvement in the causes they support and greater accountability for results. These “venture

philanthropists” find kindred spirits among new social entrepreneurs who are applying new

thinking and business solutions to the problems that plague our communities.

New Clinton Administration Commitments:

At the conference, the President and Mrs. Clinton will announce new Clinton Administration

commitments to improve our understanding of giving and to encourage subsequent activities and

dialogue on giving.

0 Making Government More Responsive to the Nonprofit Sector: Insert DPC White House

Council and Treasury Department info

0 Examining Tax-related Issues and Research Opportunities: note plansfor roundtable

0 Expanding Our Understanding of Charitable Giving: CEA planned study

New Corporate and Private Commitments to Expand Giving:

The President and Mrs. Clinton also will highlight several new private initiatives to enem'v‘ng?

the expansion of charitable giving, such as:

0 AOL Foundation: The AOL Foundation will highlight its launch ochlpingerg. u

revolutionary e—philanthropy portal that provides Americans who want to lend a helping hand

with the fastest, safest, easiest and most cost—effective way to donate money or ‘ ‘ ’

time to the charity oftheir choice. Ilelpingorg connects users to over 620,000 vhxrh n it

more than 20,000 volunteer activities, providing an important new resource for the more than



two—thirds of American households that already make charitable contributions, as well as

those new to philanthropy.

o The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation: The Gates Foundation will announce its support of

a follow-up conference...

0 Girl Scouts of the USA: The Girl Scouts of the USA will unveil its new philanthropy patch

entitled ‘Sharing our Strength.’ Beginning in 2000, Girl Scouts of all age levels will earn

interest patches that will help them recognize and learn from philanthropists in their own

families, places ofworship, schools, Girl Scout troops, and neighborhoods. The program will

allow girls to identify and assist organizations and institutions that meet community needs

and understand how their own time and money can make a difference in their communities.

WINGS???

Building on the White House Conference on Philanthropy:

On the occasion of the White House Conference on Philanthropy, the National Information

Charities Bureau (NCIB) will host the “E-Philanthropy: Technology and the Nonprofit

Community” forum to discuss the how the ever-increasing use of the Internet will impact the

unique American tradition of charitable giving. In addition, the Corporation for National

Service will host a morning conference on youth and philanthropy. At the White House

conference, William Massey ofNCIB and Malik Evans of the AmeriCorps program will report

on what was discussed at their morning sessions.


